Inquiries have often reached us from the authorities of cottage hospitals and others interested in the important question of efficient disinfection in country districts as to the best apparatus to procure, and as in such cases funds are as a rule but very limited, and so expensive an arrangement as a Washington Lyon or 'a Manlove and Alliott high pressure disinfector out of the question on this account, it has been difficult to advise; indeed, in most cases wholesale destruction has seemed the only alternative. Now we are glad to welcome an apparatus which would appear to be the very thing wanted, and to combine all the most necessary qualifications with a moderation in price which will bring it within the reach of small institutions, for the needs of which it will be found amply sufficient. Captain Reck, of Copenhagen, is the inventor of the apparatus in question, and it is his practical experience in the army which has led to the construction of this useful machine.
It is being widely adopted in Denmark and elsewhere, Dr. Reid points out that a "simple cylinder which has to resist only a small pressure (1? lb. to the square inch) can be constructed at a much smaller cost than a jacketted high pressure cylinder, and it is this which mainly accounts for the small cost of Reek's apparatus compared with that in use in this country." The cradle which contains the articles to be disinfected is of galvanised wire covered with felt, and it will be observed that the construction being so simple repairs are at all times possible at no great expense.
It To conclude, there is no difficulty experienced in the management of the apparatus, in connection with which every detail has been so well and thoroughly thought out by its inventor that all possibility of accident has been guarded against.
Captain Reek's military experiences having evidently shown him that elaborate processes are all verywell, but unless it is also possible to have skilled attendance they are of doubtful value in many cases ; and it is because of its simplicity that the apparatus in question will be of such, immense benefit in places and institutions where a more complicated affair would be unworkable.
